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Abstract MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) enables the utilisation of explicit
routes and other advanced routing mechanisms in multiservice packet networks, capa-
ble of dealing with multiple and heterogeneous QoS (Quality of Service) parameters.
Firstly the paper presents a discussion of conceptual and methodological issues raised
by multiobjective routing optimisation models for MPLS networks. The major contri-
bution is the proposal of a multiobjective routing optimisation framework for MPLS
networks. The major features of this modelling framework are: the formulation of a
three-level hierarchical routing optimisation problem including network and service
performance objectives, the inclusion of fairness objectives in the different levels of
optimisation and a two-level stochastic representation of the traffic in the network
(traffic flow and packet stream levels). A variant of the general model for two classes
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of traffic flows, QoS traffic and Best Effort traffic, is also presented. Finally a stochastic
teletraffic modelling approach, underlying the optimisation model, is fully described.
Keywords Routing · Multiobjective optimisation · Telecommunication networks ·
MPLS/Internet
1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Modern multiservice network routing functionalities imply the necessity of dealing
with multiple, heterogeneous and multifaceted QoS (Quality of Service) requirements.
This has led to routing models, the aim of which is the calculation and selection of
a sequence of network resources (designated as routes) satisfying certain QoS con-
straints and the optimisation of route-related metrics. These routes correspond to ‘con-
strained’ paths in the capacitated graph representative of the network structure, i.e., in
a graph the arcs of which have a limited capacity expressed in terms of bandwidth or
number of ‘channels’ (where each channel corresponds to a traffic carrying capacity
relative to each type of traffic flow offered to the network). The term traffic flow will
designate in this context, a sequence of node-to-node connection requests, of a cer-
tain service class, with certain requirements. Note that some of the typical objectives
in routing models have a conflicting nature and are interdependent. For example the
objective of maximizing the total revenue associated with all traffic flows carried in the
network (for a given routing solution for every node-to-node traffic flow) may conflict
with the objective of minimising the blocking probability of some traffic flows.
There are potential advantages in formulating important routing problems in these
types of networks as multiple objective optimisation problems. This enables the trade-
offs among distinct QoS parameters and relevant network cost function(s) to be pursued
in a fully consistent manner. It should be noted that the specification of the objective
functions and constraints depends strongly on the type of technological platform used
by the network, and the features of the carried traffic flows associated with different
service types.
In this work we will address key methodological and modelling issues associated
with route calculation and selection in networks using a recent multiservice Internet
technology designated as MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching). In the modelling of
the routing calculation problem in MPLS networks, we need to take into account some
traffic engineering-related concepts, now briefly reviewed according to Awduche et al.
(1999, 2002), and Rosen et al. (2001).
In such networks traffic flows are composed (at the physical level) of packet streams
that are forwarded from node to node, according to specific technical rules. When the
packets enter the network, they are grouped in different FECs (Forward Equivalence
Classes) according to specific criteria, such as the originating node, the destination
node and the grade of service that has to be provided. The concept of ‘traffic trunk’
as an aggregation of traffic flows of a certain class is important in the present con-
text. The traffic trunks can be characterised by the ingress and egress nodes, the FEC
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they are associated with, and a set of parameters/attributes with impact on the traffic
engineering schemes, which define some essential requirements of the routing mod-
els. The routing mechanism for packets used in the MPLS networks is based on the
establishment of the so-called LSPs (Label Switched Paths).1 At the ingress node, the
packets are “labelled”, in the sense that a label containing information on the FEC is
associated with them. At each intermediate node, the LSRs (Label Switching Routers)
forward the packets using a specific label switching technique: the label is an index
into a routing table with information on the next hop and the next label to be assigned
to the packet.
This enables the establishment of end-to-end “explicit routes” in association with
the implementation of advanced QoS routing mechanisms. In particular explicit routes
enable source routing mechanisms characterised by the fact that the route followed
by each packet stream (of a given connection) is entirely determined by the ingress
router. This is an inherent advantage by comparison with the hop-by-hop (i.e., node
by node) routing system typical of IP routing.
Having in mind these features and capabilities of MPLS routing a significant number
of routing models has been proposed in the literature in recent years. These approaches
often differ in key instances of the modelling framework. In particular such differ-
ences are concerned with: (i) the scope of the routing optimisation (where we may
distinguish network-wide optimisation models and flow-oriented models as discussed
in Sect. 2); (ii) the nature of the optimisation model in terms of the objective func-
tion(s) and constraints (single/multiobjective, type of QoS-related or other constraints,
etc.); (iii) the level of representation of the traffic flows (representation at the level of
‘micro-flows’ of packet streams carried on a certain LSP or at the level of the traf-
fic trunks—aggregation of traffic flows of the same class placed on the same LSP).
These remarkable differences (which in most papers are not discussed by the authors
but presented a priori as a “natural” form of formulating the routing model) and our
interest in developing new multiobjective routing models capable of capturing several
QoS instances and cost functions as well as different levels of traffic representation
gave the motivation for the present work.
1.2 Contributions of the paper
In this paper we will begin by analysing and discussing key conceptual and meth-
odological issues associated with routing optimisation models for MPLS networks
proposed in the literature. In particular we will present an overview and analysis of
multiobjective routing models.
The major contribution of this work is the presentation and discussion of a meta-
model for multiobjective routing in MPLS networks which provides a framework for
multiobjective routing optimisation in this type of network. A first important feature of
this model is the use of hierarchical optimisation typically with three optimisation lev-
els: the first priority objective functions refer to the network level; the second priority
1 If multi-path routing is allowed for the traffic flows, the packets will follow one of the paths associated
with the FEC.
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objective functions refer to performance metrics for the different types of services
supported by the network; the third priority is concerned with performance metrics
for the ‘micro-flows’ of packet streams of the same FEC.
A second feature of the model is the “dual” stochastic representation of traffic flows
in the network: ‘macro’ level, simply designated as traffic flow level, and ‘micro’ level,
corresponding to micro-flows of packet streams.
The third feature is the explicit consideration of ‘fairness’ objectives, at the three
levels of optimisation, expressed through the minimisation of the worst performance
level associated with the QoS-related metrics defined at each level.
We also propose a variant of this meta-model which considers two major classes of
traffic flows: QoS traffic, with guaranteed requisites of certain QoS parameters, and
BE (Best Effort) traffic, which is carried on a “best effort” basis, and is in fact second
priority traffic.
The paper also presents a complete traffic model which underlies the proposed
routing optimisation model, based on the use of the concept of effective bandwidth for
macro-flows, on a multidimensional Erlang model for estimating the blocking proba-
bility on the links and on a queue with hyper-exponential service times for approximate
calculation of average packet delays.
Finally we outline open issues and further work concerning the application and
resolution of this type of model.
2 Overview of multiobjective routing models for MPLS
An overview of multiobjective routing models that have been recently proposed in the
literature is presented in this section. Models for MPLS networks, and models for other
multiservice networks which may be in principle applicable to MPLS, are examined.
Different authors use significantly different assumptions as well as different objectives
and constraints in the formulation of routing models, leading to distinct approaches to
the routing problem. The focus of this overview is on multiobjective routing models,
for which the underlying principles, the objective functions and main constraints are
outlined. The resolution approaches for the problems are also briefly mentioned.
Erbas (2003), Erbas and Erbas (2003), Erbas and Mathar (2002) formulate a routing
problem in MPLS networks, with the traffic represented at the traffic trunk level in a
deterministic way, by assuming that a known fixed average bandwidth is offered from
origination to destination node, corresponding to a given traffic trunk. The routing
model assumes the splitting of the bandwidth required by each traffic trunk by several
LSPs. The routing optimisation problem is of the mixed integer type and it is assumed
to be solved off-line. The authors consider three different objectives subject to con-
straints in their formulation of this problem: the minimisation of the expected delay
experienced by the packets in the traffic trunks along the chosen paths, the optimisation
of the utilisation of resources (which is achieved by optimising the load distribution in
the network) and the minimisation of the number of LSPs used. These last two objec-
tives are clearly in conflict: on the one hand, to guarantee a proper load distribution
in the network and to prevent the over-utilisation of some links, many paths must be
taken into account and the traffic should be split among those paths; on the other hand
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the minimisation of the number of LSPs used is also desired. A link load balancing
function is defined as a convex, increasing and piece-wise linear function. The pur-
pose of this function is to penalise increasingly the sending of packets over a link as
the utilisation of that link becomes higher. In Erbas and Mathar (2002), the routing
problem formulation is multiobjective and solutions are found through the minimisa-
tion of a single objective function, which is a weighted sum of the three mentioned
objectives plus a forth objective: a penalisation cost for the amount of traffic which is
not being routed. In the original formulation of the problem, Erbas et al. assume there
are different classes of service, namely QoS and BE traffic. However, the problem is
solved for each class of service separately. In Erbas and Erbas (2003) the objective of
the minimisation of the number of used LSPs is transformed into a constraint, where
an upper bound is imposed on the number of used paths. Therefore, the problem is
formulated as a bi-objective one and the calculation of the Pareto optimal solutions
is made by the method of the Chebyshev lexicographic weighted metric. The same
three objectives are at the basis of the formulation of the routing problem in Erbas
(2003). However, the minimisation of the delay experienced by the traffic trunks in the
chosen path and the optimal utilisation of the resources (achieved by an optimal load
distribution in the network) are transformed into constraints. The two objectives are
the minimisation of the number of LSPs used and the minimisation of the penalisation
cost of the traffic which is not being routed. This problem is solved using a hybrid
heuristic method combining an evolutionary method with mathematical programming.
A different approach is followed by Haßlinger and Schnitter (2003) and Schnitter
and Haßlinger (2002). Here the routing problem in an MPLS network is bi-objective,
of the mixed integer type with constraints, and it is solved off-line. The traffic is again
represented at the traffic trunk level in a deterministic way by assuming the average
bandwidth offered from origin to destination is known, as in Erbas (2003); Erbas and
Erbas (2003) and Erbas and Mathar (2002). Traffic splitting is not allowed in this
formulation, because of the delay variations it may cause. The two objectives are the
minimisation of the maximum link utilisation (which intends to achieve an optimal
load distribution in the network) and the minimisation of the number of hops in a path
(which intends to achieve the minimisation of the delay and of the fault probability in
the path). This objective is secondary, in the sense that the pursuit of the minimisation
of the number of hops in a path should be made without affecting the primary objec-
tive of load balancing. The utilisation of the links is defined as the ratio of the used
bandwidth of the link and the capacity of that link. The minimisation of the number
of hops in a path is assumed to be equivalent to the minimisation of the sum of the
aggregated traffic in all the links. To solve this problem, a heuristic based on the cost
of the links is used. The cost of a link increases as the load carried increases. The goal
of the heuristic is to find the lowest cost paths. The order in which the requests are
serviced is important for the quality of the final results, as analysed in Haßlinger and
Schnitter (2002).
Mitra and Ramakrishnan (2001) formulate the routing problem in an MPLS net-
work as a bi-criteria optimisation problem. The traffic is represented at the traffic
trunk level and traffic splitting is allowed. The problem can be solved on-line for
batches of demands and on a semi-on-line basis if reconfigurations of the network for
larger batch sizes are needed. The traffic engineering design is deterministic, of the
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Multicommodity Flow (MCF)-based type. Different classes of service are considered,
namely QoS and BE traffic. The QoS service classes have priority over the BE traf-
fic when accessing the available bandwidth. The two objectives to be maximised are
network revenues for both types of traffic, where the revenues are calculated in terms
of the carried bandwidth on all the routes between every pair of nodes and for every
service. The objectives are prioritised: the first objective is the maximisation of the
revenue for the QoS service classes and the second objective is the maximisation of the
revenue for the BE class. To solve this problem, the authors propose, in a first step, the
resolution of the routing problem for the QoS traffic viewed as the only type of traffic
on the network, followed by the resolution of a “combined” problem of maximisation
of the revenue for the BE class, subject to the constraint that the revenue for the QoS
traffic is optimal. A simplified approach based on a multilayered decomposition of
the combined problem is also mentioned by the authors. At the first layer, the routing
problem is solved only for the QoS service classes; at the second layer the objective is
the minimisation of the bandwidth-hops used by the QoS traffic, while guaranteeing
the optimality of the network revenue for the QoS traffic; in the last layer, the routing
problem is solved for the BE service class in the residual network that results from
the resolution in the previous layers. A simplified form of representing the stochastic
nature of the traffic, in the context of the model, is also proposed.
Now we present an overview of some multiobjective routing models formulated for
packet or other types of multiservice networks which may be applicable (with some
adaptations) to MPLS networks.
Knowles et al. (2000) propose a multiobjective routing model, of the mixed integer
type, for packet switched networks with the traffic represented at the traffic trunk level
in a deterministic way. No traffic splitting is considered. The problem is solved off-
line. The three considered objectives are the minimisation of the deviation between
the bandwidth required by the traffic routed in a link and the capacity of that link
(corrected by an attribute, designated as Maximum Allocation Multiplier, that mea-
sures the desired degree of allocation of the real capacity of each link, taking into
account the traffic patterns), the minimisation of the deviation between the utilisation
of the links and a pre-defined value of utilisation and the minimisation of the costs of
communication, associated with the utilisation of each link. The authors address the
resolution of this problem by an evolutionary method.
Widyono (1994) also proposes a multiobjective routing model with constraints, of
the mixed integer type, for packet networks. The traffic is represented at the packet
level in a stochastic form and traffic splitting is allowed. The problem is solved on-line.
The two objectives are the optimisation of the utilisation of the network (related to the
efficient management of the network resources) and the minimisation of the number
of hops in a path. Constraints on the maximum delay and the maximum variation
of delay experienced by the packets, and also on the buffer overflow probability, are
imposed. The utilisation of the resources must be well distributed in the network: this
is the reason why traffic splitting is allowed. For the resolution of the routing prob-
lem, the author uses a heuristic algorithm based on a constrained minimum cost tree
(constrained Steiner tree).
Pornavalai et al. (1998) formulate a bi-objective routing problem with constraints
in networks supporting multimedia applications. The possibility of traffic splitting is
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not considered. The problem is of the mixed integer type. The two objectives are the
minimisation of the number of hops in a path (so that the number of resources used is
minimum) and the minimisation of the cost of a path (where the cost of a link is defined
in terms of the used bandwidth in that link). Four constraints are taken into account:
the bandwidth of a path should be above a minimum value, there is an upper bound on
the delay and on the variation of the delay the packets can experience in a path, and the
number of hops in a path should be below a maximum value. The problem is solved
using a heuristic procedure, based on the composition of shortest paths obtained when
only one of the objectives is minimised. An exact algorithm to compute, in an efficient
manner, the whole Pareto solution set, in this type of bi-objective routing problems,
is given in Clímaco et al. (2003).
Martins (2004) and Martins et al. (2003, 2006) propose and describe MODR-S, a
multiobjective dynamic routing model for multiservice networks equivalent in the traf-
fic plane to multirate loss traffic networks. The traffic flows are represented as multirate
Poisson processes, the calls of which are characterised by their effective bandwidth
and mean holding time. A dynamic alternative routing principle is used. The model
includes the possibility of existence of multiple types of service, with different QoS
requirements. The traffic engineering design uses stochastic traffic models. The opti-
misation is performed at two hierarchical levels: at the network level, the objectives are
the maximisation of the revenue of the total traffic carried in the network for a given
routing solution and the minimisation of the maximal average blocking probability for
the different services; at the services level, the objectives are the minimisation of the
average blocking and the minimisation of the maximal point-to-point blocking for each
service. The network level objectives have priority over the services level objectives.
The algorithm to choose candidate solutions for the routing optimisation problem is a
bi-objective constrained shortest path algorithm (MMRA-S). This algorithm is based
on the calculation of k-shortest paths with a maximum number of arcs, where the
“length” of a path is given by the weighted average of two metrics: the blocking in the
links for each service and the implied cost associated with the acceptance of a call of
a certain service in a specific link. This metric is quite powerful because it represents
the cost of carrying a call in a link and it includes the effects in the remaining flows
of the network resulting from the acceptance of that call. The actual choice of non-
dominated solutions is made by using preference thresholds (defined in the objective
function space) corresponding to requested and acceptable threshold values for the
objective functions associated with each of the metrics, which define priority regions
in the objective function space. The model is dynamic of periodic type, that is, the
paths are periodically updated, in a reaction to estimated changes in the node to node
offered traffic of the different service types. A heuristic is devised to choose which
paths in the network should be changed at each route updating period. This heuris-
tic includes service protection mechanisms, to prevent performance degradation in
overload situations.
Finally it must be remarked that several authors formulate routing models appli-
cable to MPLS, using a single objective function. Examples of these models can be
found in Bourquia et al. (2003); Elwalid et al. (2001); Franzke and Pönitz (2002)
(for MPLS networks) and Kochkar et al. (2001); Mitra et al. (1999); Rombaut et al.
(2002). For instance, in Mitra et al. (1999) propose a generic routing model for multirate
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circuit-switched loss networks. The objective is the maximisation of the long-run aver-
age revenue for the network subject to a constraint reflecting an arbitrary admission
control scheme.
3 A meta-model for multiobjective routing in MPLS
3.1 Underlying concepts and model features
Following the analysis in the previous section, it is apparent that the proposals of
multiobjective routing models for MPLS networks often differ in key instances of
the routing framework. This is also true for the single-objective models in this area
mentioned in the previous section.
A first instance has to do with the routing optimisation framework where we may
distinguish network-wide optimisation models and flow-oriented models. The former
are characterised by the consideration of objective function(s) formulated at network
level, that depend explicitly on all traffic flows in the network, such as total traffic
carried, total expected revenue, average packet delay or a function which seeks an
optimisation of the use of all links in terms of their occupation levels. Examples of
this type of models are Mitra et al. (1999); Mitra and Ramakrishnan (2001); Erbas and
Mathar (2002); Erbas and Erbas (2003); Erbas (2003) and the model in Elwalid et al.
(2003) with application to GMPLS (Generalized MPLS). In flow-oriented optimisa-
tion models the objective function(s) are formulated at the level of each node-to-node
traffic flow or call (the term “call” is viewed here in its widest sense as a connec-
tion request of any service/application type), such as number of arcs or cost of the
path, mean packet delay on each packet stream or end-to-end blocking probability.
Examples of this type of approach are the numerous QoS routing models based on sin-
gle-objective constrained shortest path problem formulations (a comprehensive review
of these may be seen in Kuipers et al. 2002a,b) and the works on the cognitive packet
network (CPN) routing protocol which is based on an adaptive routing control model
using neural network reinforcement learning (Gelenbe et al. 2002, 2004).
A second instance that characterises the different models is the nature of the model
in terms of the specified objective function(s) and constraints [namely whether the
routing optimisation model is single or multiple objective, the technical-economic
nature of the objective function(s) and of the QoS-related or other constraints, as well
as the way in which they are modelled in mathematical terms] and other key features
of the underlying routing system (namely whether the routing system is on-line or
off-line, static or dynamic and other functional features).
A third important instance is the representation in the model of the “traffic” to
be routed. In this respect two main aspects are at stake. A first aspect is the level of
representation or ‘granularity’. In principle, this can be done at the level of the traffic
trunks or at the level of the packet streams of the same FEC placed on a certain LSP, or
combining both levels in some manner. A second aspect is the nature of the represen-
tation of the traffic offered. We often find deterministic type representations typically
based on the description of the required fixed bandwidth from the originating to the
destination node, associated with a traffic trunk, such as in Erbas and Mathar (2002);
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Erbas and Erbas (2003) and Erbas (2003). This is common to most modelling appro-
aches in the framework of the classical multicommodity network flow problem for-
mulations. Other approaches involve a stochastic representation of the traffic flows
by recurring to some type of stochastic approximation to describe the arrival in time
of connection demands (input traffic model) and recurring to an appropriate model
from Teletraffic Theory to estimate relevant parameters in the network links (typically
blocking probabilities or average delays). References with this type of approach are in
Mitra et al. (1999); Mitra and Ramakrishnan (2001) and Martins et al. (2003). Need-
less to say the stochastic-based models significantly increase the analytical complexity
and the numerical cost of the mathematical model underlying the routing optimisation
model, but are in essence more realistic.
The purpose of the meta-model for multiobjective routing in MPLS networks
described in the next section is to provide a framework for multiobjective routing
optimisation in this type of network, including the possibility of alternative routing.
The essential features of the model are now discussed.
Firstly it is a network-wide routing optimisation approach of a new type, leading to
a hierarchical multiobjective optimisation model. This has to do with the nature of the
adopted objective functions. In this respect we would like to note that various multiob-
jective approaches previously proposed use objective functions chosen to reflect only
indirectly technical-economic aims. An example is the optimisation of a utilisation
cost for all arcs expressed, through empirical functions, in terms of the loads in the
links (measured by the occupied bandwidth) as in Erbas and Mathar (2002), Erbas
and Erbas (2003), Erbas (2003) and Knowles et al. (2000). The pursued objective
is really to optimise the total traffic carried in the network. That type of objective
function, which we will designate as an ‘indirect’ or ‘refracted’ objective function,
has the advantage of being naturally adjusted to multicommodity network flow prob-
lem formulations. Similar considerations might be applied when the minimisation of
the number of arcs per path is used to seek the minimisation of the delay or fault
probability of a path, as in Haßlinger and Schnitter (2003). Nevertheless this type of
approach is just a rough approximation to the ‘true’ objective function(s) the model
seeks to incorporate, especially taking into account the random nature of traffic pat-
terns, even in stationary or quasi-stationary network working conditions. Instead, our
approach considers an explicit and ‘direct’ representation of the most relevant tech-
nical-economic objectives in a network-wide routing optimisation, such as the total
expected revenue (expressed in terms of the traffic carried of all service types) or the
average expected delay averaged over all types of packet flow streams. This modelling
approach aspect is in line with the school of thought adopted by Kelly (1988, 1990)
and Mitra et al. (1999), in the context of single-objective routing models.
Secondly we propose a hierarchy of objective functions by considering three lev-
els of optimisation with several objective functions in each level. The first level (first
priority) includes objective functions formulated at network level, considering the
combined effect of all types of traffic flows in the network. The second level refers
to average performance metrics of the traffic flows associated with the different types
of services supported by the network. The third level refers to average performance
metrics of the µ-flows of packet streams, obtained by aggregation of delay-based QoS
metrics.
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A third important feature of the model is the explicit consideration, as objective
functions, of ‘fairness’ objectives, at the three levels of optimisation. Such objectives
are of min-max type and seek to make the most of the proposed multiobjective for-
mulation. Usually, in previous formulations of routing problems for these networks,
such type of aims related to fairness are not considered explicitly in any form or are
represented through constraints (upper bounds) on certain performance metrics.
A fourth important feature of the model is the consideration of a bi-level stochastic
representation of the traffic flowing in the network. The first or ‘macro’ level leads to
the definition of ‘traffic flows’ which correspond to a stochastic representation of the
MPLS traffic trunks associated with explicit routes. A second ‘micro’ level represen-
tation involves the definition of stochastic streams of packets of the same FEC, which
belong to a certain traffic trunk (hence to a given macro traffic flow). The assumptions
and basic sub-models associated with this dual stochastic traffic representation are
described in Sect. 3.4.
Finally it should be stressed that the model is intended for application both to static
or dynamic routing systems by using the necessary adaptations. All these features and
the way in which they are interrelated constitute the essence of the substantive model
(in the sense defined in Wierzbicki et al. 2000, Chap. 1) developed for the addressed
automated routing decision problem.
3.2 Base-model description
Firstly we will describe the proposed model2 assuming multiple service types, defined
by the set S of traffic flow types assumed to be of the same class, that is, without qual-
itative differences concerning priority in the access. Here, the concept of traffic flow
(defined at macro level) fs =
(
vi , v j , γ s, η( fs)
)
corresponds to a stochastic process,
in general a marked point process, that describes the arrivals and basic requirements
of µ-flows, originated at the MPLS ingress node vi and destined to the MPLS egress
node v j , using the same LSP and characterised by the vectors of ‘attributes’ γ s and
η( fs). The vector γ s describes the traffic engineering attributes of flows of service
type s. The vector η( fs) enables the representation of the mechanism(s) of access
control to all links lk in the network by calls of flow fs and includes, in general, traffic
engineering attributes associated with fs calls and all the links which may be used
by fs , including priority features. In the teletraffic modelling approach described in
detail in Appendices, such attributes include the required effective bandwidth ds and
the mean duration h( fs) of each µ-flow in fs . Note that in our model a ‘µ-flow’ corre-
sponds to a call (the term call is used in its broadest sense) of the traffic flow. The use
of the concept of effective bandwidth (Kelly 1996) in this context (MPLS networks
using explicit routes) was proposed in Mitra et al. (1999) and used in Martins et al.
(2003, 2006). This enables a representation of the network at a macro level, that is in
the traffic plane level, by an equivalent multirate loss traffic network, which is used to
estimate blocking probabilities for the different fs .
2 The notation used in this sub-section is listed in Appendix 5.
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We assume that we dispose of an approximate teletraffic model that is capable of
estimating the blocking probabilities B( fs) for all flows fs of all service types, in
terms of which one can calculate the average loss (or blocking probability) Bms , for
all traffic flows of type s (for a given routing choice for all traffic flows), as well as
the maximal average blocking probability among all service types BMm ,
BMm = max
s∈S
{Bms}. (1)
Also the total expected network revenue, WT , can be calculated in terms of the
expected revenues w( fs) associated with calls of all flows fs,∀s ∈ S and of the
values of carried traffic Acs for all service types,
WT =
∑
s∈S
Ws =
∑
s∈S
Acsws (2)
assuming that w( fs) = ws,∀ fs ∈ Fs , where Fs is the set of traffic flows of type s.
Hence the two objective functions of the first optimisation level (global network
level) are the total expected network revenue WT (to be maximised) and BMm , where
this objective function represents the fairness objective of higher priority (to be mini-
mised), defined over all service types. Note that WT is the objective function usually
considered in “classical” single-objective formulations of network-wide routing opti-
misation and is an obvious direct technical-economic indicator of upper-level.
The second level of optimisation concerns service types and includes 2|S| objective
functions to be minimised: the mean blocking probability for flows of type s,
Bms = 1Aos
∑
fs∈Fs
At ( fs)B( fs) (3)
and the maximal loss BMs , defined over all flows of type s,
BMs = maxfs∈Fs{B( fs)}. (4)
Again BMs represents the fairness objective defined for each service type s.
It must be remarked that up to this point the model is analogous to the two-level
multiobjective optimisation model of MODR-S, described in Martins et al. (2006).
The third and lower level of routing optimisation has to do with the double repre-
sentation of the traffic in the network, namely the representation of µ-flows of packet
data streams imbedded in the macro traffic flows, the packets of which are forwarded
along the same LSP, as mentioned in the previous section. The QoS parameters rele-
vant to these packet streams are naturally average packet delays. We consider as the
first objective function the packet total average delay
D′T =
1
γ ′T
∑
s∈S
D′msγ ′s (5)
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weighted by the relative bandwidths γ
′
s
γ ′T
[see (27)–(28)] offered by all the packet
streams of type s to the network. The parameter D′ms [see (30)] is the average delay
experienced by packets of flows of type s, weighted with bandwidths. Alternatively,
one might consider the average packet delay DT , calculated as in (31), taken over all
network packet streams. While DT defines exactly the mean delay experienced by an
arbitrary packet carried in the network, the parameter D′T reflects the importance of
bandwidth load associated with µ-flows for different types of traffic flows. This seems
more adequate in a routing optimisation model since it reflects the network loading
aspects at the “bit/s” level as well as possible tariff structures based on linear functions
of throughput volumes, in bits. This type of average delay measure is analogous to
one of the objective functions in the model (Erbas and Erbas 2003).
The second objective function (the delay fairness objective, also to be minimised)
at this optimisation level is the maximal average delay experienced by all types of
packet streams,
DMm = max
s∈S
{Dms} (6)
where Dms is the average packet delay for µ-flows in flows of type s [see (29)].
Therefore, we may formulate the hierarchical multiobjective routing optimisation
problem in the form:
Problem P-M3-S (7)
Network objectives: minRt {−WT }
minRt {BMm }
Service objectives: minRt {Bms }
minRt {BMs }∀s ∈ S
µ-flow network objectives: minRt {D′T }
minRt {DMm }
subject to constraints defined explicitly or implicitly by the underlying teletraffic model
and possible additional constraints. The decision variables Rt are the sets of feasible
route sequences {Rt ( fs), ∀ fs ∈ Fs, s ∈ S} assigned to all traffic flows at the time
period t and will be designated as network routing plans. The routing plans represent
here assignments of MPLS traffic trunks to LSP tunnels (defining explicit routes).
We emphasise that this model should be envisaged as a multiobjective routing opti-
misation framework dedicated to this type of network, with a significant degree of
flexibility. In fact, the proposed model, or better, meta-model, i.e., the model underly-
ing concepts and logical relations, may be configured to other definitions or choices of
objective functions or to the introduction of possible constraints of a different nature,
as long as the basic structure of the meta-model is preserved. Also simplifications or
extensions of the model may be considered by eliminating or adding some objective
function(s) and/or constraint(s). Such changes or adaptations naturally require cor-
responding modifications in the underlying teletraffic model or other model-related
mathematical structures. In particular, the model can be adapted to static or dynamic
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routing formulations and to alternative routing (as in the traffic model in Appendices)
or traffic splitting principles.
A significant and useful example of this adaptability is described in the next section
by considering the application of the meta-model to a situation, typical in this type
of network, where two qualitatively different service classes are considered for the
traffic flows: QoS and Best Effort traffic.
3.3 Model for QoS and Best Effort service classes
Let us now consider two classes of services, namely QoS (i.e., services with guar-
anteed QoS levels relative to some specific QoS parameters) and BE (Best Effort),
where the corresponding traffic flows are carried in order to obtain the best possible
quality of service but seeking not to jeopardise the QoS of the QoS traffic flows. The
traffic flows in each class may be of different types and the service types of each class
are grouped in the sets SQ (for QoS service types) and SB (for BE service types).
Hereafter we will assume this distinction between service class and service type. Note
that in the model, the QoS attributes related to class and type of service are supposed
to be included in γ s and η( fs).
The treatment, in terms of routing, of two (or more) classes of traffic flows is a com-
plex issue and different approaches have been proposed in the literature. An example
concerning flow-oriented models is in Medhi and Sukiman (2000), where the authors
propose an admission control technique based on the reservation in the links of a cer-
tain bandwidth BW1 for the traffic flows of the QoS service class, while those with
lower ‘priority’ (BE) will only be accepted if the available bandwidth is greater than
BW1; otherwise the acceptance is made according to a certain empirical probability.
Also a number of routing models have been proposed for dealing with this issue based
on the concept of residual virtual bandwidth. These virtual bandwidths are then asso-
ciated with arc costs in order to compute paths with minimal costs. Examples of these
approaches are in Ma and Steenkiste (1999) and Kochkar et al. (2003).
Concerning network-wide optimisation approaches, Mitra and Ramakrishnan
(2001) proposes a bi-objective routing optimisation model where a primary objective
function is the weighted sum of the carried bandwidth associated with QoS traffic
flows and a secondary objective function of the same type is defined for the BE traffic.
A heuristic procedure based on a three-stage decomposition technique is developed for
obtaining solutions to the problem, seeking to guarantee the optimality of the revenue
associated with QoS traffic.
In the framework of the meta-model described in the previous section we may
formulate a three-level multiobjective routing optimisation problem by separating the
total expected revenue in two parts: WT |Q for the traffic flows of QoS type and WT |B
for the traffic flows of BE type. While WT |Q will be a first priority objective function,
together with the maximal blocking probability for all QoS service types, BMm|Q ,
WT |B will be a second level objective function. This guarantees that the routing of BE
traffic, in a quasi-stationary situation, will not be made at the cost of the decrease in
revenue or at the cost of an increase in the blocking probability of QoS traffic flows.
Assuming that the most relevant performance metrics for BE flows are average delays,
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there is no need to include explicitly in the model objective functions corresponding
to blocking probabilities for this type of traffic, hence avoiding additional complexity
in the model.
These considerations lead to the following formulation of a three-level hierarchical
optimisation problem for two service classes:
Problem P-M3-S2 (8)
1st level
{
QoS - Network objectives: minRt {−WT |Q}
minRt {BMm|Q}
2nd level
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
QoS - Service objectives: minRt {Bms|Q}
minRt {BMs|Q}∀s ∈ SQ
BE - Network objectives: minRt {−WT |B }
3rd level
{
Network objectives for the µ-flows: minRt {D′T }
minRt {DMm }
Note that while QoS and BE traffic flows are treated separately in terms of upper-
level objective functions so as to reflect their different ‘prioritisation’ in the optimisa-
tion model, the interactions among all traffic flows are fully represented in the model.
This is in fact guaranteed by the traffic modelling approach underlying the optimisa-
tion model, since the link traffic model must integrate the contributions of all traffic
flows which may use every link. This is another major difference in comparison to
other routing models proposed for networks with two service classes.
The definition and calculation of the parameters in the expressions are given in
Appendix 5.
3.4 Traffic modelling approach
An important element of the routing optimisation approach is the underlying traffic
model that enables the calculation of all the traffic related parameters, under certain
simplifying assumptions.
Next we describe the main features of a possible traffic modelling approach that
may be used in the context of the meta-model described in previous sections, having
in mind the two-level representation of traffic flows.
Taking into account the concept of traffic flow defined at the macro level (see
Sect. 3.1) and its representation through a marked point process, it is necessary to
obtain a network representation and a stochastic model for the links, enabling the
calculation of all the relevant traffic related parameters. In this context, the concept
of effective bandwidth is used, in association with the definition of the MPLS explicit
routes. The effective bandwidth can be viewed as a stochastic measure of the util-
isation of network transmission resources capable of representing, in an approximate
manner, the variability of the rates of different traffic sources, as well as the effects
of statistical multiplexing of different traffic flows in a network. The effective band-
width enables the traffic behaviour and the QoS features at cell (in ATM networks)
and packet level (in IP/MPLS based networks) to be ‘encapsulated’ in a simplified
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Fig. 1 Traffic model for a link
at the traffic flow level
manner. Note that the ‘hiding’ of packet dynamics details is unavoidable for obtaining
tractability in network-wide routing optimisation models. In fact, the use of more exact
traffic representations would lead to more complex traffic models with a high numer-
ical burden. A review of the definition, theoretical foundation and application of the
effective bandwidth concept can be seen in Kelly (1996). The use of this conceptual
tool in routing optimisation models of multiservice networks of various types can be
seen for example in Mitra et al. (1999) and Martins et al. (2003). In this manner and
for the purpose of calculating blocking probabilities, the network may be represented
in the traffic plane by a multiclass loss traffic network, equivalent to a multirate traffic
circuit-switched network.
The stochastic model, at the traffic flow level, for the purpose of calculating the
blocking probabilities Bks experienced by the flows fs on a link lk is a multidimensional
Erlang system of type M1 + M2 +· · ·+ Mn/M/Ck/0 and is represented in Fig. 1. The
input traffic is a superposition of n independent multirate marked Poisson processes
P fs (dks), associated with flows fs , the routing plan of which uses the link lk , where
dks is the equivalent required effective bandwidth of fs in lk , expressed in the same
unit as the equivalent number of servers Ck . The intensity of each process P fs (dks) is
It ( fs)pk( fs) where pk( fs) is the probability of a call from fs being offered to lk .
The probabilities Bks may then be expressed in the form
Bks = Ls
(
dk, ρk, Ck
) (9)
where Ls represents the function implicit in the analytical model used to calculate
the marginal blocking probabilities, Bks , in terms of dk = (dk1, . . . , dk|S|) (vector of
equivalent effective bandwidths) and ρk = (ρk1, . . . , ρk|S|) (vector of reduced traffic
loads ρks offered by flows of type s to lk).
The Kaufman (or Roberts) algorithm (Kaufman 1981; Roberts 1983) can be used
to calculate the functions Ls for small values of Ck . For larger values of Ck , the use
of approximations based on the uniform asymptotic approximation (UAA) (Mitra and
Morrison 1994) is recommended. This type of approximation was suggested by Mitra
et al. (1999) in the context of off-line single-objective multiservice routing optimi-
sation models and was also used in the multiobjective dynamic alternative routing
model (Martins et al. 2006). The use of very efficient and robust approximations in
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Fig. 2 Traffic model for a link at the packet µ-flow level
this context, such as the one suggested, is absolutely critical in a model of this nature,
for tractability reasons.
Concerning the traffic modelling at the packet µ-flow level, firstly we will have to
characterise the corresponding point processes offered to each link. For simplifying
purposes we will assume an approximation through marked Poisson point processes
with intensities I ′t ( fs) (packet/s) expressed in terms of the µ-flow arrival intensities
It ( fs) during the time period t , and the average number of packets per µ-flow in
fs , given by b( fs) [see (13)]. A potential traffic offered to link lk by packet µ-flow
streams from fs is defined by ρkt ( fs) = I ′t ( fs)hk( fs) [Erl], where hk( fs) is the mean
service time in lk of a packet from µ-flows in fs , as calculated in (14). Having in
mind the existence of a loss mechanism (at macro level) or possible control access
mechanisms described probabilistically by the functions ψks , one has to calculate the
reduced offered packet traffic load on lk , ρk∗t ( fs) [Erl], associated with packet streams
in fs [see (40)]. These aspects can be represented through a multidimensional effec-
tive access function (the most general type of which is defined in Tralhão et al. 1994)
applied to each of the Poisson processes describing the potential traffic offered by
the µ-flows. That access function represents a “thinning” mechanism applied to these
processes and guarantees the coherence between the traffic models at macro and micro
levels.
Therefore we consider as an approximate model for the links at the packet µ-flow
level, the system illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the figure, the symbols Pkf ′si represent the aforementioned marked Poisson pro-
cesses with intensities I ′t ( f ′si ), the “calls” of which are packets with mean service time
hk( f ′si ).
Finally, to estimate the average packet delay Dk( fs) experienced in lk by packets
in µ-flows from fs we may use the M/G I/1/∞ queue model. As a first approxima-
tion to model the service time distribution, consistent with the assumed Poissonian
nature of the input processes (satisfying superposition and decomposition properties),
we may consider hyper-exponential distributions of order up to |S|, characterised in
Appendix 7. The weights πks of these distributions represent the probability of an arbi-
trary packet offered to lk being originated from a µ-flow in traffic flow fs . With this
simplification, the mean packet delays Dk( fs) may be easily calculated by applying
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the Pollaczek–Khintchine formula, in terms of the equivalent total offered traffic [Erl]
on link lk , given by
ρk∗t =
∑
s∈S
∑
fs∈Fs
ρk∗t ( fs) [Erl] (10)
Hence ρk∗t is the mean value of the (fictitious) Poisson equivalent total traffic offered
to the link lk at period t , represented by M∗ in Fig. 2.
The complete analytical model resulting from the described traffic modelling
approach is given in Appendices.
Naturally other more exact (from a purely stochastic analysis point of view) mod-
elling approaches might in principle be used in association with the discussed routing
optimisation model. Nevertheless most of such approaches would rapidly become
intractable when applied to a routing model of this type, even in a network of small
dimension. We think the proposed approximation is a convenient trade-off between
exactitude and numerical tractability, while satisfying the basic requirements of the
proposed meta-model.
4 Conclusions and further work
A discussion of conceptual and methodological issues raised by routing optimisation
models for MPLS networks was put forward. Then a meta-model for multiobjec-
tive routing in MPLS networks that provides a framework for multiobjective routing
optimisation in this type of network, was presented. The proposed model uses hierar-
chical optimisation typically with three optimisation levels: the first priority objective
functions refer to the network level; the second priority objective functions refer to
performance metrics for the different types of services supported by the network; the
third priority is concerned with performance metrics for the micro-flows of packet
streams of the same FEC. A second feature of the model is the two-level stochastic
representation of traffic in the network: a macro level, corresponding to traffic flows
that represent a sequence of µ-flows of the same type carried over an explicit route,
and a micro level, corresponding to micro-flows of packet streams. A third feature
is the explicit consideration of fairness objectives, at the three levels of optimisation,
expressed through the minimisation of the worst performance level associated with the
QoS-related metrics defined at each level. An application of this meta-model considers
two major classes of traffic flows: QoS traffic (with guaranteed requisites of certain
QoS parameters) and Best Effort traffic (which is carried on a “best effort” basis and
is in fact second priority traffic).
A teletraffic modelling stochastic approach that may be used in the context of this
meta-model, for calculating all the traffic related parameters has also been proposed.
The theoretical foundations of the proposed approximations as well as the complete
analytical model for calculating traffic flow blocking probabilities and average packet
delays, in an articulated manner, have also been presented.
We must stress that this meta-model should be envisaged as a multiobjective routing
optimisation framework dedicated to this type of network, with a significant degree of
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flexibility. In fact, the underlying concepts of the model and logical relations may be
adapted to other definitions or choices of objective functions, or to the introduction of
possible constraints of different nature, as long as the basic structure of the meta-model
is preserved. Also simplifications or extensions of the model may be considered by
eliminating or adding some objective function(s) and/or constraint(s). Such changes or
adaptations naturally require corresponding modifications in the underlying teletraffic
model or other model-related mathematical structures.
Finally the meta-model may be useful as a framework for getting a better (and
deeper) insight of particular multicriteria routing models in this area, namely with
respect to assumptions and approximations in key instances of each model. In partic-
ular it may help in understanding what is ‘gained’ or ‘lost’ with a specific model in
relation to the broad routing framework provided by the meta-model.
This modelling framework, significantly ‘ambitious’ in its scope, naturally raises a
number of open issues and difficulties that will have to be tackled in the future. Firstly
there is the necessity of developing resolution approaches of a heuristic or meta-heu-
ristic type for solving the complex hierarchical multiobjective routing optimisation
problem. These resolution procedures have inherent difficulties associated with: the
great complexity of the problem, NP-hard in a strong sense; the interdependencies
among the objective functions; the treatment of inaccuracy and uncertainty in many
of the parameters involved, having in mind the stochastic nature of the traffic repre-
sentation; last but not least, the representation of the system of preferences necessary
for an automatic ordering and selection of candidate solutions.
Also the traffic modelling approach requires the development of adequate models
for estimating (from real-time measurements) the effective bandwidth of the various
types of traffic flows in MPLS networks, as well as other input parameters to the traffic
model.
Finally an experimental test bed, based on a simulation platform, will be neces-
sary for evaluating the performance and the implications/limitations of the developed
resolution approaches. The study of those limitations, namely those associated with
the required computational cost of a model of this nature, are particularly relevant in
dynamic routing formulations in the meta-model framework.
Appendices
5 Notation and calculation of basic parameters
− Fs : set of traffic flows of the service type s (s ∈ S);
− Rt ( fs) = {r1( fs), . . . , r M ( fs)}: routing plan for the flow fs , in the time interval
t ;
− Rt = {Rt ( fs), ∀ fs ∈ Fs, s ∈ S}: global routing plan for the network;
− µ-flow: flow which is equivalent to a “call” in the MPLS routing model with explicit
routes;
− b( fs): continuous r.v. representing an approximation to the number of packets in a
µ-flow of fs . The average value of b( fs) is b( fs);
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− S( fs): continuous r.v. representing an approximation to the size of packets in a
µ-flow of fs . The average value of S( fs) is S( fs);
− It ( fs): traffic intensity for flow fs (average number of µ-flows arriving during a
second) in the time interval t ;
− h( fs): average service time for a µ-flow;
− At ( fs): average number of offered µ-flows of fs , during the average service time
of a µ-flow, h( fs),
At ( fs) = It ( fs) · h( fs) [Erl]; (11)
− ψks : access control function to the link lk for calls of the service s (its values are
probabilities of access to lk);
− ρks [Erl]: total traffic of type s flows offered to the link lk ;
− dks : effective bandwidth of the flows fs ∈ Fs , of the service type s, in the link lk ,
in number of channels [i.e., it corresponds to a bandwidth d ′ks = dksu0 (bit/s)];− ds : effective bandwidth of the flows of the service type s ∈ S;
− C ′k (bit/s): transmission rate or capacity of the link lk ;− Ck : capacity of the link lk (bit/s) in terms of basic units of transmission u0 (bit/s),
where u0 =64 or 16 kbit/s, for instance. The unit of Ck is “channels” or “circuits”,
Ck = C
′
k
u0
; (12)
− ρkt ( fs) [Erl]: packet potential traffic offered by the flow fs to the link lk in the time
interval t ;
− ρk∗t ( fs) [Erl]: packet traffic that is actually offered by the flow fs to the link lk in
the time interval t ;
− ρk∗t [Erl]: total packet traffic offered by all the flows to the link lk in the time interval
t (reduced offered traffic);
− I ′t ( fs): total intensity of packet traffic associated with fs in the time interval t ,
I ′t ( fs) = It ( fs) · b( fs) (packet/s); (13)
− hk( fs): average service time for a packet of the flow fs in the link lk ,
hk( fs) = S( fs)C ′k
; (14)
− Bks : blocking probability of a call of the service s on the link lk ;
− Lr p( fs ): blocking probability of a call of fs on the route r p( fs);
− B( fs): point-to-point blocking probability for the flow fs , considering M disjoint
alternative routes,
B( fs) =
M∏
p=1
Lr p( fs ); (15)
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− Bms : mean blocking probability of the flows of type s, calculated as in (3);
− Bms|Q : mean blocking probability of the QoS flows of type s ∈ SQ ,
Bms|Q = 1Aos
∑
fs∈Fs
At ( fs)B( fs), s ∈ SQ; (16)
− BMm : maximum of the average blocking probabilities experienced by all types of
flows, calculated as in (1);
− BMm|Q : maximum of the average blocking probabilities experienced by all types
of QoS flows,
BMm|Q = max
s∈SQ
{Bms}; (17)
− BMs : maximum of the point-to-point blocking probabilities for all the flows of type
s, calculated as in (4);
− BMs|Q : maximum of the point-to-point blocking probabilities for all the QoS flows
of type s,
BMs|Q = maxfs∈Fs{B( fs)}, s ∈ SQ; (18)
− Aos : total traffic offered by the flows of the service type s in the time interval t ,
Aos =
∑
fs∈Fs
At ( fs) [Erl]; (19)
− Acs : total traffic carried for all flows of the service type s in the time interval t ,
Acs =
∑
fs∈Fs
At ( fs)(1 − B( fs)) = Aos (1 − Bms) [Erl]; (20)
− λr p( fs ) [Erl]: marginal carried traffic of calls of the flow fs in the route r p( fs);
− Ws : expected revenue associated with the carried traffic for all flows of the service
type s, where w( fs) = ws, ∀ fs ∈ Fs ,
Ws = Acsws; (21)
− WT : expected revenue (on average) of the network, associated with the total traffic
carried for all types of service, calculated as in (2);
− WT |Q : total expected revenue for the QoS traffic,
WT |Q =
∑
s∈SQ
Ws =
∑
s∈SQ
Acsws; (22)
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− WT |B : total expected revenue for the BE traffic,
WT |B =
∑
s∈SB
Ws =
∑
s∈SB
Acsws; (23)
− Dk( fs): average delay (average waiting time) in the link lk , experienced by an
arbitrary packet of the flow fs ;
− Dr p( fs ): average waiting time experienced by a packet of the flow fs , when the
corresponding µ-flow uses the route r p( fs);
− D( fs): average waiting time of the packets of the flow fs in a “successful” call;
− γs : total average intensity of packets from the flows fs of the service type s,
γs =
∑
fs∈Fs
I ′t ( fs) (packet/s); (24)
− γT : total intensity of packets offered to the network,
γT =
∑
s∈S
γs =
∑
s∈S
∑
fs∈Fs
I ′t ( fs) (packet/s); (25)
− γ ′( fs): average intensity of bits offered by fs to the network (i.e., average band-
width offered),
γ ′( fs) = I ′t ( fs)S( fs) (bit/s); (26)
− γ ′s : average bandwidth offered to the network by flows of the type s,
γ ′s =
∑
fs∈Fs
γ ′( fs) (bit/s); (27)
− γ ′T : total average bandwidth offered to the network by all the flows,
γ ′T =
∑
s∈S
γ ′s =
∑
s∈S
∑
fs∈Fs
γ ′( fs) (bit/s); (28)
− Dms : average delay experienced by packets of flows of the type s,
Dms = 1
γs
∑
fs∈Fs
I ′t ( fs)D( fs); (29)
− D′ms : average delay experienced by packets of flows of the type s, weighted with
bandwidths,
D′ms =
1
γ ′s
∑
fs∈Fs
γ ′( fs)D( fs); (30)
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− DT : average delay experienced by packets from an arbitrary flow in the network,
DT = 1
γT
∑
s∈S
Dmsγs; (31)
− D′T : average delay experienced by packets from an arbitrary flow in the network,
weighted with bandwidths, calculated as in (5);
− D′T |Q : average delay experienced by packets from an arbitrary QoS flow in the
network, weighted with bandwidths,
D′T |Q =
1
γ ′T
∑
s∈SQ
D′msγ ′s ; (32)
− DMs : maximum value of the average delay experienced by flows of type s,
DMs = maxfs∈Fs{D( fs)}; (33)
− DMm : maximum value of the average delay experienced by all types of flows,
calculated as in (6);
− DMm|Q : maximum value of the average delay experienced by all the QoS flows,
DMm|Q = max
s∈SQ
{Dms}. (34)
6 Model of the links for calculating the blocking probabilities
The calculation of the blocking probabilities Bks is made as outlined in Martins (2004);
Martins et al. (2006) for a multirate loss traffic network. Consider that the arrivals are
according to a Poisson process, the service time follows a negative exponential dis-
tribution, there is one alternative path (M = 2), the occupations of the links in each
path are statistically independent and the two paths r1( fs) and r2( fs) are disjoint.
Therefore, Bks is calculated as in (9).
For the calculation of ρks , we begin by calculating
Lr p( fs ) = 1 −
∏
l j ∈r p( fs )
ψ js(1 − B js)
= 1 −
∏
l j ∈r p( fs )
(1 − B js) with p = 1; 2 (35)
λr1( fs ) = At ( fs)
∏
l j ∈r1( fs )
ψ js(1 − B js)
= At ( fs)
∏
l j ∈r1( fs )
(1 − B js) [Erl] (36)
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λr2( fs ) = At ( fs)Lr1( fs )
∏
li ∈r2( fs )
ψis(1 − Bis)
= At ( fs)Lr1( fs )
∏
li ∈r2( fs )
(1 − Bis) [Erl] (37)
where we assume that the access is complete, i.e., ψks = 1,∀lk ∈ L, s ∈ S. Therefore,
ρks =
∑
fs :lk∈r1( fs )
At ( fs)
∏
l j ∈r1( fs )\{lk }
(1 − B js)
+
∑
fs :lk∈r2( fs )
At ( fs)Lr1( fs )
∏
li ∈r2( fs )\{lk }
(1 − Bis) [Erl]. (38)
7 Model of the links for calculating the packet delays
As a first approach, we consider that the links can be modelled by a M/G I/1/ ∞
queue.
The value of the potential packet traffic offered by the flow fs [Erl] to the transmis-
sion link (or server), with a transmission rate C ′k (bit/s), during the time interval t , is
given by
ρkt ( fs) = It ( fs) · b( fs) ·
S( fs)
C ′k
= I ′t ( fs) · hk( fs) [Erl] (39)
where It ( fs) · b( fs) is the average number of packets offered by the flow fs , in a time
unit. A full availability system is considered.
The actual value of packet traffic offered by fs to lk , ρk∗t ( fs) (reduced offered
packet load), is a result of the access functions (expressed by ψks) and the routing at
the µ-flow level.
Consider that there is one alternative path (M = 2), the occupations of the links in
each path are statistically independent and the two paths r1( fs) and r2( fs) are disjoint.
Therefore,
ρk∗t ( fs) =
{
ρkt ( fs)
∏
l j ∈r1( fs ) ψ js(1 − B js) if lk ∈ r1( fs)
ρkt ( fs)Lr1( fs )
∏
li ∈r2( fs ) ψis(1 − Bis) if lk ∈ r2( fs)
[Erl]. (40)
In order to apply the M/G I/1/∞ model, the total packet traffic ρk∗t that is actually
offered to the link lk has to be calculated [see (10)].
According to the PASTA property of the Poisson processes, the average waiting
time of a packet from the flow fs in lk will be Dk( fs), which is the average waiting time
in the M/G I/1/∞ system. This model (in spite of being just a first approximation)
is more adequate for the calculation of the packet delays, than the M/M/1/∞ model,
due to the variability of the values of S( fs) for different flows.
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The following simplifications are considered:
b( fs) = bs, ∀ fs ∈ Fs, s ∈ S (41)
S( fs) = Ss, ∀ fs ∈ Fs, s ∈ S (42)
hk( fs) = SsC ′k = h
k
s = 1µks , ∀ fs ∈ Fs, s ∈ S. (43)
As an approximation to the model of the service time distribution, we could use
the n-hyper-exponential distribution, where n = |S| (the total number of types of
service). In this case,
fk(t) =
n∑
s=1
πks µ
k
s exp
( − µks t
) (44)
with the weights
πks =
∑
fs∈Fs :lk∈r1( fs )∪r2( fs )
ρk∗t ( fs )
hk ( fs )
∑
s∈S
∑
fs∈Fs :lk∈r1( fs )∪r2( fs )
ρk∗t ( fs )
hk ( fs )
, s = 1, 2, . . . , n (45)
which represent the probability of an arbitrary packet offered to lk being from the flow
fs of type s ∈ S. The variance and the mean of this distribution are, respectively,
σ 2k = 2
∑
s∈S
πks
(
hks
)2 −
(
∑
s∈S
πks hks
)2
(46)
mk =
∑
s∈S
πks hks = hk . (47)
Therefore, the quadratic coefficient of variation is
c2k =
σ 2k
m2k
(48)
and the Pollaczek–Khintchine formula [Akimaru and Kawashima 1993, Eq. (3.20),
p. 44] states that (assuming ρk∗t < 1)
Dk( fs) = Dk = ρ
k∗
t
1 − ρk∗t
1 + c2k
2
hk ∀ fs ∈ Fs, s ∈ S. (49)
This model can be easily extended to a more general case where the simplifying
assumptions which we considered are not used. For instance, there might be different
hk( fs) for different flows fs . In this situation, a n-hyper-exponential distribution, with
n given by the number of different hk( fs),∀ fs ∈ Fs, s ∈ S and lk ∈ r1( fs) ∪ r2( fs),
should be taken into account. This would bring changes to the Eqs. (45)–(47).
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The average waiting time for the packets of fs when this flow uses the route r p( fs) is
Dr p( fs ) =
∑
lk∈r p( fs )
Dk( fs). (50)
The calculation of the average delay experienced by packets of the flow fs depends
on the routing conditions. Therefore, if there are M alternative paths (i.e., all the traffic
carried from flow fs will be routed on one of the M possible paths), then
D( fs) =
M∑
p=1
⎛
⎝
p−1∏
q=1
Lrq ( fs )
⎞
⎠
(
1 − Lr p( fs )
)
Dr p( fs ) (51)
with the convention
∏0
q=1 Lrq ( fs ) = 1 and Lr p( fs ) calculated as in (35).
The probability of an arbitrary packet (in the set of packets generated by the flow
fs ∈ Fs) being from fs is π( fs) = I
′
t ( fs )
γs
. Therefore, the average delay experienced by
packets of flows of the type s is Dms given by (29) and the average delay experienced
by packets from an arbitrary flow in the network is DT given by (31).
If we want the performance measures to take into account the bandwidth factor as in
several models (Erbas and Mathar 2002, for instance) then the performance measures
associated with the packets delay will be D′ms [see (30)] and D′T [see (5)].
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